The Times, They Are
A Changin’

By

Several lenders we’ve talked with figure that a
purchase-money loan takes at least 30% more work.

T

his 100-years refinance cycle (exaggeration intended) has to end sometime soon, or
so we keep thinking. With HARP’s extension through 2015 this undoubtedly becomes
the longest continuous period of refinancing activity in the history of mortgage lending. Borrowers have saved billions, the economy and the housing market are recovering as a
result, and lending profits are way, way up. All things considered, this long era has been good
for everyone.
The good times continue for the borrowers who refinanced when it finally ends. Thanks
to more affordable mortgage payments consumers will stimulate the economy in many positive ways, fueling it for years to come. It is, however, harder for the good times to continue
for lenders. Production drives our business and our profitability. The market makeover from
refinance to purchase will be felt in meaningful ways that will affect the bottom line.
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This is so much more than a volume
issue, however. Refinance loans are
relatively simple and productivity tends
to be a lot higher when they are in the
majority. Several lenders we’ve talked
with figure that a purchase-money loan
takes at least 30% more work. Assuming that is true, productivity drops as
volume drops, a double profit whammy.

regulatory environment, torqued-down
lending standards and high consumer
expectations, for what measures are we
aiming?
There’s a second big challenge on the
horizon as well. Lending profitability
will be hindered by rising rates. Rates
will rise. What you might not have
thought much about, however, is how

Start with this fact: rates today are
at their lowest point since 1941.
Since 1941 rates trended upward
until 1985.
Productivity will drop for another reason as well. Lenders have also told us
they know their operations are and have
become inefficient during this cycle,
though high refinance volumes and
strong profitability have masked the
problem. Without volume to hide behind the twin problems of inefficiency
and lessened productivity will be exposed for all to see.
This can be a good thing. If you were
lending in the boom era of the early
2000s the buzz was all about low cost,
high productivity lending. We had the
Internet after all, new, enlightened lending practices, daily best-practice improvements, and the latest technologies
to boot. For those who were lending
before the boom this was truly revolutionary stuff, with truly remarkable efficiency gains being recorded. Seemed
too good to be true? Turns out it was,
mostly.
It is unlikely we will return to boomera productivity and the low-cost lending that went with it. It does not mean,
however, we should return to the efficiencies, or lack thereof, that we put
up with in the 80s and 90s. Far from
it. Somewhere in the middle the truth
lies, though, truth be told, today lending
metrics look more like those from the
last century than the first decade of this
century. This is the first big challenge of
the next mortgage lending cycle. With
today’s lending complexities, stringent

much they will rise or for how long, and
more importantly, what will the impact
be on your secondary marketing pipeline. Start with this fact: rates today are
at their lowest point since 1941. Since
1941 rates trended upward until 1985
when the 10-year Treasury rate peaked
above 14%. From that point rates began
their downward trend, bringing us to
where we are today, back to where we
were 70 years ago.
History repeats itself, always does.
Looking way, way back rate trends are
easy to spot. Two rate cycles are apparent since the late 1800s. Rates tend to
rise for 25 to 30 years and then they fall
for 25 to 30 years. The cycle then starts
all over again for the next six decades.
Will it happen again? No one knows.
History repeats itself, though, so the
safe bet is on a long-term upward trend
in rates starting soon.
Why this is important has to do with
one of the ways we make our money as
mortgage lenders. Recording secondary market profits, the gain made when
mortgage loans are sold, relies on how
well the vagaries of interest rate movements are managed. A secondary market truism is that it is relatively easy to
make secondary market profits as rates
trend downward. Hedging pipelines is
seen as largely unnecessary. Hedging
is also expensive and reduces profitability. Hedges protect against upward
movements in rates. Rates haven’t

moved consistently upward in a long
time. What do many lenders do in these
conditions? Not much. Take a lock from
a borrower; float the rate with their
investor. Chances have been rates will
have moved down by the time the loan
closes. This results in a bigger gain. Everyone is happy.
Everyone is not happy when rates
spike up, which they will inevitably do.
Start with the same scenario. Borrower
locks their rate; lender floats the lock
with their investor. Only this time rates
spike up 100 basis points. Rather than a
tidy profit the lender records a significant loss. Multiply that loss by the number of uncovered loans in the pipeline.
The loss becomes a figure to be reckoned with, one that is easy to explain
though impossible to defend. This very
scenario played out on Black Monday
in 1987. Mortgage companies racked

Lenders have
also told us
they know their
operations
are and have
become
inefficient
during this
cycle.
up huge losses. Some closed their doors
permanently. How did they get caught?
Easy. Rates had been trending steeply

downward for several years. Until
they didn’t.
This is simply a look at what could
happen. There is plenty of time to
head it off by doing two things. First,
find your operational inefficiencies
now, realizing that they are likely to
become more pronounced when purchase-money lending is in the majority, and address them. Honestly assess
what’s possible. What is a reasonable
cost-to-close target? How should the
closed-loan-per-employee metric be
set? The two work together, inversely,
so the higher the latter is pushed, the

lower the former drops. What are the
upper and lower limits? No one, as
mentioned above, honestly knows. It
is one of the big mysteries that will be
solved in the coming era of mortgage
lending.
Second, prepare now for rising
interest rates. If you were lending on
Black Monday you think that way every day. If you weren’t lending late in
the 1980s it is worth reviewing the history. Not to sound morose, but there’s
another one of these in our future. The
trouble is no one knows when it will
be or how severe it may be. Look now

at your pipeline management practices, tools and hedging strategies. Good
secondary market professionals make
money no matter which direction interest rates are trending.
Whether reviewing efficiencies or
secondary market practices and identifying improvements, some are merely
process changes. Make them. Others
may require new systems and solutions. Now is an outstanding time to
be looking at these types of changes,
too. Taken together, process changes
plus new solutions are a solid path to
continued lending profitability. ❖
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